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Arnott™ without practice

**Pizza** Michael Loftus-Hills  
**BBQ** Vardis Rafiei  
**Chicken** Sarina Walter  
**Nachos** Matt Prater  
**Bacon** Alexandra Giller

‘Brandenburg’ concerto no. 3, BWV.1048  
J.S. Bach

III. Allegro  
Carl Nielsen

Suite for strings, op. 1  
Palladio  
Karl Jenkins, arr. Robert Longfield

The Colourful Quad-ra-fonix • **Her Majesty The Tubawessa** Susan Bradley

Menuet  
Georg Frideric Handel, arr. Frank J. Halferty

Jingle bells  
trad., arr. David Werden

**Folkswagen** • **Mechanics** Lucy Rash, Aleksandra Shamrak, Chloe Sanger, Katriona Tsyrlin, Ben Nielsen

Salt River  
trad. American

The wind that shakes the barley  
trad. Irish

**Media-Rites** • **Video Killed** Dylan Harris  
**The Radio Star** Ben Nielsen

*Border in Seven Minutes*  
Media-Rites

*Video Triptych*  
Media-Rites

The Surprisingly Less Than Shifty Saxophone Ensemble

Lizzy ‘Sassy, Saxy’ Collie-o, Emily ‘Sleek, Sly’ Clarko-o, Lauren ‘Stationery, Sensei’ Ritch-o

*Symphony no. 94* in G, Hob. I:94; II. Andante  
Joseph Haydn, arr. G.E. Holmes

*American Patrol*  
F.W. Meacham, arr. Nicholas J. Contorno

Clash of the Tartans • **Pied Pipers** Nichaud Munday, Harriet D’Arcy

*Pied piper*  
Andrew Aronowicz

*World première* • Composed at Border Music Camp 2016

*The Galway piper*  
trad.

*Scottish flute stomp*  
trad., arr. Austin Alan Scott

Por la victoria • **Tocino** Isabella Brown  
**Crepe** Panagiotis Karamanos  
**Huevo** Freyja Meany

*Libertango*  
Astor Piazzolla, arr. Isabella Brown

Icosahedronix

*Cave ma’am* Erin Heycox  
*Missing link* Calvin Bowman  
*Renaissance Man* Austin Lancaster  
*Futurist* Stewart Roffe

The evolution of music  
Pentatonix, arr. Pedro Gonzalez

Not As Loud As Taiko • **Landscapers** Jessie Wang, Emma Rayner, Andrew Aronowicz

*Weathers of Albury*  
N.A.L.A.T.

*Interval – 20 minutes*

Earplugs Recommended • **Wax collector** Anna Foong

*Eardrum roll*  
Anna Foong

The Hen Deck Are Gone • Quaver Train  
Jarrod Butler  
Mother Hen  
Naomi Lennox

*Sunny intervals*  
Robert Tucker

*Yesterday*  
Lennon and McCartney arr. Gareth Brady

Cellography • **Em-minim** Emma Wade  
**Therese de Picardie** Therese O’Brien  
**Louisaingando** Louisa Giacomini

*Hotaka sunset*  
Keiko Yamada, arr. Doris Gazda and L. Clark

*Juggernaut*  
Andrew Aronowicz

*World première* • Composed at Border Music Camp 2016

Santa’s Little Helpers • The holly  
Aaron Dohse, Kate Rockstrom  
The ivy  
Ashley Nott, Madeline Roycroft

*The nutcracker: March* and *Dance of the sugar plum fairy*  
Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky, arr. Aaron Dohse

*O holy night*  
Adolphe Adam, arr. A. Dohse

The O.K. Chorale • **Tombstone** Trombone, The Trombone Ranger, Horndo, Little and Big Horn

The magnificent seven  
Elmer Bernstein, arr. Jenny Ferris

Working Class Persons • Foreman  
Joe O’Callaghan  
Roustabouts  
Alison Fane, Edward Plowman, Andrew Power

*Hit the bricks*  
Gordon Goodwin

*Mambo jambo*  
Chris Sharp

The entire concert presented and managed by **Gumbo Bebop Group** (Rosie Marks-Smith, Bird)
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